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The book is now also available as an e-book; a spring and summer immersion program in Quebec, free for Canadian students, paid for other people. Unfortunately the subscription period is over for this year, but look it up for next year. If you are looking for a French Canadian phrasebook, Tout Canadien, a site full of Canadian French resources. The site itself isn't the easiest to navigate, but the content is of good quality. Look in the "library" section for the most relevant stuff. English-french phrasebook was created by experts of Flarus translation company. Editors and translators who are native speakers of languages participated in the project. We did not have a goal of creating a full-scale phrasebook for all possible cases. It includes only the most essential phrases with translation and transcription. Print the page. English-french phrasebook - Conversation. Conversation. I, me / You. Learn Canadian French online with practical, real-life situations! Simple, fast and easy learning. Speak Quebec French with confidence. Start now with uTalk. Canadian French retains some features from 17th century French and may sound slightly archaic to European speakers. Learn Canadian French with uTalk. Where is it spoken? Canada. Number of speakers. 7,000,000. Read "Canadian French - A Québécois Phrasebook" by Ulysses Collective available from Rakuten Kobo. Travel with a phrasebook in your pocket and enrich your journey; know the essential words and understand the people of T. Canadian French - A Québécois Phrasebook, a fun and pocket-sized companion, will be sure to improve your appreciation of French as it is spoken in Quebec and other parts of Canada. Discover Canadian French with its pre-French Revolution slang, its regional dialects, its colloquial expressions and its distinct accent and slang words; Quebec's famous "joual" French or québécois French as spoken by French Canadians.